Wolves
The Meaning of Wolves in the Spirit
Wolves are connected to vampirism
–– werewolves –– Lycanthropes
from the Greek word LUKOS
meaning “wolf” and ANTHROPOS
meaning “man, man wolves”.
•

In Irish, the word for a
werewolf is FEAR.

•

In Norse it means “outlaw,
rogue and vagabond” but
also “ULTHEONAR”, which is
the Lupine equivalent of the
“berserker” who were said to
wear wolf or bear skins in
battle –– beast men! To put on the skin of the power animal gave the
wearer the animal's attributes. These were soldiers who worked
themselves up into an altered state through drinking, drugs, chanting,
shouting etc. in order to be fearless in combat.

•

It is an ancient term for shape-shifting and from where we get the
English “turncoat” literally meaning “turnskin”, to put on another skin.

Werewolves were initiated by draining a cup of specially prepared beer and
repeating a set formula.
In European folk myth there was the very real belief in lycanthropy, shapeshifting, transformation into wolves. This was associated with the full moon. The
wolf formed part of European folk myth and became a household childhood story
character whose origin derived from among others Perrault's fairy tales the
grandmother in Little Red Riding Hood and the Walt Disney cartoon the "three
little pigs” singing "who's afraid of the big bad wolf”. It spilled over and became a
term used by parents to make children behave … “OR, the big bad wolf will get
you."
•

The wolf was the companion of both the Germanic/Celtic God Odin the
Goddess Artemis. In fact, the half animal/half human god Pan was called
the “dog of Meter”, the Great Mother.
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•

In Roman myth the shewolf suckled Romulus
and Remus, the founders
of Rome (pictured right).

•

In Greece the wolf
suckled Mormolyce.

•

In Ireland Cormac, King
of Ireland, all symbolic of
being fed, suckled at the
breast of the Mother
Goddess.

•

The Etruscan death god was seen with wolf's ears, and Hades god of the
underworld was dressed in a wolf skin.

•

The wolf was an attribute of the Greek god Apollo –– the Lycaean
(wolfish) Apollo to whom human sacrifice was made to end drought and
other natural disasters. Apollo Lycaon served the human flesh to Zeus ––
connecting the wolf to blood sacrifice to fallen angels.

•

The Roman cult of Lupa or Feronia, the wolf goddess, (from where we
get the word loopy, meaning mad) was inherited from the Sabine
matriarchy and was known as “Mother of Wolves” as this goddess was
also known as the divine midwife and mother of all ancestral spirits,
suggesting that it was women who first established relationships with
wolves first.

It was in the Lupercal Grotto (the grotto of Lupa) the she was supposed to have
suckled Romulus and Remus. It was here initiation of youths dressed in wolves’
skins was performed. The twins Romulus and Remus the she-wolf suckled,
became the emblem of Rome.
In Europe in particular it was a symbol of the apocalyptic “beast”, everything that
was wild, ferocious and untamed.
In the Middle Ages warlocks were depicted changing into wolves when they set
off for Sabbaths while on these occasions witches wore wolf-skin garters.
In Spain the wolf was the warlocks steed. As the hell wolf and it's mate the shewolf they were the personification of sexual lust. The “witching hour” between
3:00AM and 5:00AM is also called the “hours of the wolf”. Transformation was
supposedly accomplished by satanic allegiance through the craving for human
flesh.
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The founder of the Chinese and Mongol dynasties was the “Celestial Blue
Wolf” and Ataturk the “father of the Turks” was called the “Grey Wolf” –– so it was
associated with the power animals of leaders. The Chinese associated the
celestial wolf with the star Sirius, which was the watchman/gatekeeper outside
the “heavenly palace” –– the Great Bear.
In Martin van der Merwe’s dream
dictionary1 , he has the following
under “wolves”:
•

WOLF’S TAIL (idiom)
o Embracing the light:
§

It can sow
someone that is
nearing the
decision to
embrace the
light (to give his
heart to
Jesus) ...
Jeremiah 5:5,
Zephaniah 3:3,
Genesis 49:27)

o Imperfectly
illuminated:
§

•

It can also refer
to “twilight” which
can be early in the morning, or evening, when all is poorly or
imperfectly illuminated. It can either point to the end
(morning) or beginning (evening) of a time of darkness and
mourning.

WOLVES
o Harsh judgment:
§

Judges dealing harshly (Zephaniah 3:3).
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o Fierce attacker:
§

A fierce and ferocious person who, together with others like
himself, unobtrusively and by surprise, attacks someone else
(Habakkuk 1:3).

o Legalistic person:
§

A persecuting and legalistic person (Acts 20:29).

o Deceptive self-promotion:
§

Can represent a deceptive person or false prophet who
becomes involved in the church or ministry with the idea of
benefitting and promoting themselves (Matthew 7:15, John
10:12).

o Greedy:
§

A greedy person (Ezekiel 22:7).

Please NOTE!
This material is presented for information ONLY –– we encourage everyone to
use the information as a GUIDELINE, but be led by the Spirit, in how to pray
(whether regarding deliverance, or for interpretation of a dream) ...
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Additional Notes and Information
on the Spirit of the Wolf
The Gaelic names of the wolf were LUH, MADATH and MACTIRE, meaning the
“earth’s son” or “son of the countryside.” All these names connect them to fertility
and fertility rites, in particular to the mother goddess. MADATH ALLUIDH means
“wild dog” or “wolf”.
FENIR was the Celtic wolf, a child of the
god LOKI. He was the symbol of chaos,
the bringer of destruction, who eventually
as the beast, swallowed the god ODIN.
ODIN himself had two wolves GERI and
FREKI
The WULVER was the Werewolf on the
island of Shetland, said to have the
body of a man and the head of a wolf.
The earliest depictions of the wolf in
Scotland is on a 6th century Pictish
carving at Ardross, Ross and Cromarty.
The wolf was persecuted, seen as a
personification of the devil and a symbol
of the underworld.
The GREEN WOLF of Scottish legend is the wolf of the Faery World and was
believed to drive nursing mothers into the hills to provide milk for the faery
creatures (Fairies are a symbol of fallen angels).
Sirius was called the WOLF STAR.
MERLIN (magic) was associated with the wolf, the old grey wolf was his
companion when he was a hermit. Merlin is considered as one of the ancestral
guardians of Britain, thus the WOLF is one of the totem guardians of Britain. The
Celts may have interbred wolves with their dogs – the wolf hound for example
was the dog associated with royalty and the royal sport of hunting.
The name CONOR is the anglicised form of the Gaelic name CONCHOBHAR,
which means wolf and dog lover and was the name taken by many Irish kings.
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The Celtic hero CORMAC MACAIRT was raised by wolves (as were Romulus
and Remus the founders of Rome). He was always seen with at least four wolves
in attendance.
The WOLF was the sacred animal of the Celtic shaman god CERNNUNOS, Lord
of the Animals.
Many Celtic gods and goddesses had wolves as their ‘guardians,’ who were
seen to be their powerful guides and teachers.
The wolf was especially the companion of the goddess CERRIDWEN, goddess
of the moon, fertility, a type of the queen of heaven/ High priestess/ Mother
goddess.
The wolf was also the companion, one of the four sacred animals of of the Celtic
goddess BRIGHID or BRIDE (the false bride). The festival of the goddess Brighid
in February is called FAOILLEACH, the month of the WOLF, equated with death
and purification, in the understanding that death (sacrifice) had to occur in order
that life could not only continue but be reborn.
The MORRIGAN one of the Celtic tripartite goddesses (a goddess with three
aspects or personalities) of war, death and destruction had a WOLF as a
companion. She shape shifted into red furred wolf when pursuing the Celtic
hero CU-CHULAINN.
The Celtic Crone the CAILLEACH was also associated with the wolf. This was
the old woman who brought winter and destruction. She who rides a “speeding
wolf’ bearing a hammer or wand made with human flesh. She is the destroyer
who rides the beast, the wolf.
The TUATHA DE DANAAN or “people of the goddess DANU” which is the tribe
or clan of the goddess Danu. (Clan spirits are familiar spirits Latin: familiaris,
meaning belonging to the family). Danu is another type of the Queen of Heaven.
This was a clan of shapeshifters, that moved between human and wolf forms.
They were called the ‘fair folk’ or TYLWYTH TEG, the “fair family”. This also
connects than to the Aryan concept of blond hair, because fair not only means
beautiful but blond and light. The sense of blond hair being favourable originated
in the 12th-14th century, on the basis that dark hair was seen as “foul” and
unfavourable.
It is said the “fair folk” retreated to the underworld to the magical “land of youth”
TIR-NA-N-OG. Through magic this secret world was kept hidden from the eyes of
mortals (nephilim bloodlines). The word “fair” has its origins here as a magical
place full of fun and games – the same concept as Fairyland.
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It forms the foundation of the word “fairy” supernatural beings with magical
powers. The Fair Isle is one of the islands of Shetland in Scotland, where the
wulver-werewolf is associated with.
In Shamanism the WOLF GOD is
called the “grand teachet” or the
“sage” and is symbolic of the
shamanic journey to the underworld.
The shamanic journey was called the
WOLF TRANCE, which involved
moulding and releasing the shamans
energy field or HAMINGIA. This
allowed what they call the “etheric
sheild” to form into a wolf. This could
carry the shaman’s consciousness to
the underworld and there he could
commune with the wolf – the
ANIMAL SOUL THAT LIES WITHIN,
hidden deep within his levels of
consciousness, which revealed the
mysteries of nature as well as the
mystery of death and rebirth. Wolves
were seem as symbols of terror and
power who lived in places of both
mystery and death.
The Indo Iranian clans of the HAUMAVARKA which means “the wolves of the
Haoma” worshipped the wolf and acted like them. Haoma is one of the names for
the mushroom called Amanita Muscaria which is said to have psychotropic
substances, and has been used by shamans to shape shift since times long
forgotten before any historical records. These mushrooms led people into trance
states and in that state could travel to other places far beyond the limitations of
the human body, travelling in the form of an animal. In the North lands were the
elite warriors called ULFEONAR or ULFHEDNAR people who went to war
dressed in the skins of wolves.
These were warriors with immense strength, who sometimes fought naked,
without showing discomfort in cold weather. They were also called
BERSERKERS, from where we get the word “berserk” meaning out of one’s
mind, totally uncontrollable.
They went into battle in a sort of trance without the need for weapons for they
could kill with their bare hands because they believed that they were wolves
themselves and acted like them.
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They did this by consuming drugs before the battle in particular the Amanita
Muscaria, this trance aided the battle trance and amplified the effect of the
murderous battle insanity and fury. These were people who were not
themselves, they were in the Wolf trance. Wolf trance music has now frightenly,
become part of the modern music culture scene.
In the north lands there were also the VARGR, the outlaws, murders, defilers of
temples and thieves who were given this name which means WOLF, those who
kill, steal and destroy.
The wolf is seen as the transformer and “opener of the ways” the teacher, sage,
guide, companion for spirit journeys
who taught psychic abilities. These
shamanis mysteries were preserved as hereditary traditions among some
families especially those who had the ability to shape shift.
In initiation their shamanic initiations
to become wolf warriors, the initiate
would go into the swamps leaving
their clothes behind, symbolically as
the abandonment of their human
form and its identity as a member of
the community, and learn from the
wilds and the animals.
These men were called wolfmen
or werewolves. They became
animalistic and wild.
The name ADOLPH as in
ADOLPH HITLER means “noble
majestic wolf, the EAGLE-WOLF”.
The word WOLF is German. In
English it is WULF.
In Latin CANIS LUPUS meaning an animal that preys on sheep – from whence
comes the expression “a wolf in sheep’s clothing”.
The Latin word Lupus comes from the root LUPA meaning a SHE-WOLF a name
for a prostitute! The Lupanar was a disorderly house or brothel. It is a term of
abuse.
The Lupercus was the festival associated with the god of the Wilds, PAN, the
half man half goat, god of licentiousness and all deviant behaviour.
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The term LUPUS was one sacred to Mars, the god of War from where comes the
word MARTIAL, as in martial arts. It also means a voracious fish a PIKE, the
very name of Albert Pike one of the founders of Freemasonry. The legend is that
if a wolf saw a man before the letter saw the wolf the man became dumb! The
phrase “talk of the devil” originates from this legend.
The LUPATUS was a trap fitted with iron jags just like a wolf’s teeth.

Please NOTE!
This material is presented for information ONLY –– we encourage everyone to
use the information as a GUIDELINE, but be led by the Spirit, in how to pray
(whether regarding deliverance, or for interpretation of a dream) ...
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